Napanee Community Kitten Rescue (NCKR)
Charitable Number BN: 82911 3638 RR0001
613-770-4357

NAME OF KITTEN/CAT:

Adoption/Foster to Adopt Application
*ADOPTED OR FOSTERED ANIMALS MUST BE INDOOR ONLY*
*OUR ADOPTION CONTRACT INCLUDES A NO DECLAW CLAUSE FOR OUR CATS/KITTENS*
Please remember – most of our cats/kittens were feral. They may need patience and time to adjust to new
environments and new people to trust and love. Do not be surprised if they hide at first. Be patient.
We are here to help at all stages of adoption. If a Foster to Adopt, we are responsible for continuing their medical care.
You are responsible for bringing them to their appointments for vaccines or surgery etc. We will be responsible for any
illnesses, but if they are injured in your care, you will be responsible for their medical costs.
Name: ___________________________________________________________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________________________________________________________
Phone: _____________________________________
Email: ___________________________________________________________________________________________
Reason for adopting: _______________________________________________________________________________
Are you 18 years old or older? ____

Date of birth ______________________________

How many people in the household? ____ Adults ____ Children ____
What age(s) are the children? __________________ Are they used to and gentle with animals? ____yes ____no
Are all the family in agreement with adopting/fostering to adopt? ___________
Are you a student? ____ School __________________________ Year ____________
What will you do with the cat/kitten when you finish school? _________________________________________________
Employed? ______ (we ask only to judge time commitment to a pet) Hours? ________ Any allergies? ___________
Do you have pets? _________________________________________________________________________________
Vaccinated? __________

Spayed/neutered? _______________

If not, why not? ____________________________________________________________________________________
Have you had pets in the past? What happened to them?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
Have you ever surrendered a pet to a shelter? ____ Why?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
Do you rent? ____

Landlord’s consent? ________

Own your home? _____

Do you have a room where you can you isolate the new animals while getting to know them? ______________
Any plans for moving/renovating in the near future? ______________
Veterinarian reference: (please authorize your vet to release information to NCKR)
______________________________________________________________________________________________

